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9 Imitation transport
made out to be a
traditional craft (4,3)
10 Divert explorer out
exploring, to some
extent (7)
11 Bed and Breakfast in
difficulty - landlord,
in conclusion, is
staggered (7)
12 Covering what a
high-yielding hen
may do? (7)
13 Awful experience of
migrant - he's
abandoned (9)
15 Not very nice to
install republican
representative (5)
16/22 Lancaster - drab,
ramshackle place for
an eye-test? (7,6)
19 Erudite poet Edward, in short (7)
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Across

6

27

20 Fishy compound,
one belonging to me
(5)
21 Doctor cared about
stopping farm animal
becoming another
beyond reproach
(6,3)
25 Bloody right to get
back edited copy (7)
26 Rogue traders took a
lead role (7)
28 Detailed picture put
under lock and key
(5,2)
29 Jumper kept back
inside lounge,
though it's an
essential in the
bathroom (3,4)

Down
1 Good and hot
wearing a cooler
type of coat (6)
2 Go bald, sadly,
creating fury (3,3)
3 Weary chap, we're
told (4)
4 Partially resist a
diagnosis - on what
grounds? (6)
5 Wild boar on a hill,
finally living in a
tree (8)
6 Eco warriors are first
to nurture vegetable
in EU country (10)
7 Crowded show
behind monthly
event (4,4)
8 Naive banker
unknown in
document (4-4)
14 Makes drama tense
in performance (10)

16 Eastender's profile of
a sporting institution
(4-4)
17 Give up under
command that's said
to be a bit of a
shower (8)
18 Where documents
are found posted,
with first parts of
keynote speech
tweaked (8)
22 See 16 Across
23 Element of vehicle
blown, oddly (6)
24 Wee dude regularly
caught in deceit (6)
27 You over there - I
see you almost
standing (4)

